The use of neurodiagnostic technologies in the 21st century neuroscientific revolution.
Neuroscience is fascinating, mysterious, and truly medicine's "final frontier" but deciphering its marvels has historically been inhibited by its sheer complexity. The recent escalation of global neuroscientific endeavors and vast financial backing from governments, foundations, and industries, however are changing this perspective. The sequencing of the human genome, development of innovative tools for mapping neuronal connectivities, and enhanced resolution capabilities of imaging techniques have made landmark contributions toward advancing neurotechnologies. Nations all around the world have initiated and launched brain mapping projects on such a profound and financially immense scale that research in 2015 and beyond are highly anticipated to revolutionize medicine and our interaction with the technological world. Although neurodiagnostic technology is not the vanguard of research interest in the scientific community, it will certainly ride the coattails of these new neuroscientific endeavors. And, in turn, these advancements will greatly impact how we diagnose, treat, and care for our patients in the future. Therefore, the purpose of this article is not only to introduce current neuroscientific enterprises, but to also explore some of the most interesting and instrumental findings using neurodiagnostic technology over the past year.